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Abstract

We quantify patient-regarding preferences by fitting a bounded rationality model to data from incentivized
laboratory experiments, where Chinese medical doctors, German medical students and Chinese medical
students participate. We find a remarkable stability in patient-regarding preferences when comparing sub-
ject pools and we cannot reject the hypothesis of equal patient regarding preferences in the three groups.
The results suggest that health economic experiments can provide knowledge that reach beyond the stu-
dent subject pool, and that knowledge on preferences of decision-makers in one cultural context can be of
relevance for very different cultural contexts.
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1. Introduction

Laboratory experiments—being a complementary approach to surveys, field studies, ran-
domized control trials, and experiments in the field—have the unique feature of allowing
the researcher to investigate the causal effects of changes in the variable of interest on be-
havior, as laboratory experiments provide the opportunity for ceteris-paribus variations.
One may, for example, implement a variation of a payment mechanisms, while keeping
all other variables constant (Falk and Fehr, 2003; Falk and Heckman, 2009). Controlled
lab experiments also have great potential as a ’test bed’ for field experiments, large-scale
studies, and policy reforms, before these changes are implemented. They require much
less time and financial resources to be implemented and analyzed (see Hennig-Schmidt
et al. (2011); Cox et al. (2016)). Finally, laboratory experimentation provides a scalable
approach, as it allows for the flexible adaptation of the experimental setting. While the
use of laboratory experiments has contributed to new knowledge on provider preferences,
critics argue that artificial context and specific or irrelevant subject pools are substanti-
al limitations reducing the external validity of results. Recent efforts to investigate the
replicability of laboratory experiments have also documented that results from many la-
boratory experiments cannot easily be replicated Camerer et al. (2016), Camerer et al.
(2018).

Our study addresses the important issues of replicability and validity of experimental re-
sults, i.e. whether results have relevance for subject pools that are not represented in the
experiment. We focus on physician decision making under different payment mechanisms.
We “bring the field to the lab” by recruiting medical doctors to participate in our lab
experiment alongside medical students. Our experiment is an extended version of the la-
boratory experiment by Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011). While the experimental parameters
are the same as in Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011), subjects in our experiments make treat-
ment choices in both capitation (cap) and fee-for-service (ffs) payment schemes. We use
a medically framed setting in which subjects in the role of physicians make decisions on the
provision of medical services. A subject’s quantity choice determines his or her own profit
and a patient’s health benefit. Decisions are incentivized by monetary rewards determined
by the payment method in question (ffs or cap). Under ffs, participants receive a fee
for each medical procedure or service they provide to a patient. Under cap, they receive
a fixed payment for each patient they treat, independent of the quantity of medical ser-
vices they provide. We extend Hennig-Schmidt et al.’s (2011) between-subject design by
confronting doctors and medical students sequentially with both ffs and cap payment
schemes, while varying the order of payment schemes across sessions. Each participant in
our experiment is assigned a physician’s role and joins the experiment only once. A real
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patient’s health is affected by the participants’ treatment decisions.

Doubling the number of decisions and conducting the experiment with a substantially
larger sample in China enable identification of differences in patient-regarding preferences
across very different subject pools. This paper also contributes to the literature by fitting a
model of bounded rationality to the incentivized choice data. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first paper to quantify preference parameters in a bounded rationality model
by means of experimental data on medical treatment choices. The large number of choice
occasions enables us to quantify the impact of more experienced subjects on the degree of
rational decision-making in a model of bounded rationality.

We address three research questions in this paper. Our first research question is whether
there is any evidence that the degree of patient-regarding preferences depends on the
subject pool. This is an important question concerning external validity, as using students
as experimental subjects is widespread, and if preferences of medical students change
when they become medical doctors, the external validity of experimental results that rely
on students is limited. We are not the first to conduct a laboratory study on payment
incentives with real doctors; the other papers we know of are Brosig-Koch et al. (2016;
2018), Fink and Kairies-Schwarz (2017) and Hafner et al. (2017).

Results in the previous literature on differences between physicians and medical students
are mixed, and, to the best of our knowledge, no previous studies provide parameter
estimates of patient-regarding preferences with a physician sample large enough to provi-
de statistical power in between-subject-pool tests for differences. We estimate preference
parameters for physicians from China (N=99), medical students from China (N=178)
and medical students from Germany (N=42). We find a remarkable stability in patient-
regarding preferences when comparing physicians from China, medical students from Chi-
na and medical students from Germany, and we cannot reject the hypothesis of equal
patient regarding preferences in the three groups.

Our second contribution to the literature is in our second research question, where we
ask how accumulating experience in decision-making in the lab affect subject behavior.
We find that the subjects behave less random when they become more experienced with
making decisions in the lab. Within the context of our model, the interpretation is that
experience cause more rational behavior.

Our third research question concerns the validity of results from lab experiments. We ask
whether behavior of medical doctors in a particular experimental incentive scenario can
be predicted without using the experimental data on doctors’ behavior in this particular
scenario. We ask whether experimental data on doctors’ behavior in cap combined with
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data on student behavior in cap and ffs are sufficient to provide accurate predictions
on how doctors will behave in ffs, and whether doctors’ behavior in cap can be pre-
dicted in a similar fashion when data on doctors’ behavior in cap is excluded from the
analysis. We find that our out-of-sample-predictions of doctors’ behavior closely resemb-
les observed behavior, as the distributions of predicted action probabilities and observed
relative frequencies are not statistically different.

We also check the replicability of the results in the original study by Hennig-Schmidt et al.
(2011). We investigate whether the main findings of the between-subject analysis reported
therein are robust, or whether a substantial enlargement of the subject pool, within-
subject-analysis of effects of experimental conditions, as well conducting the experiment
in a very different context will change the results. Evidence from our analyses suggests
that the findings reported by Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011) are robust. We find that also
in our within-subject design, both doctors and medical students provide fewer medical
services under cap than they do under ffs. As in the original experiment, whether cap
or ffs is beneficial for the patient depends on the patient type.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we relate our study
to the literature on physician behavior and payment scheme experiments as well as the
literature on bounded rationality and revealed preferences. In section 3, we describe the
experimental design, parameters, and procedure. In Section 4 we compare the present
experiment with the original study. Section 5 presents an empirical model of bounded
rationality, as well as results from maximum likelihood estimation. Section 6 discusses our
findings and concludes.

2. Related literature

2.1. Physician preferences

The question of how physicians should be paid in order to promote higher quality health
care services while controlling costs has been central in health economics research for
decades. Understanding how physicians respond to economic incentives is fundamental
when aiming to achieve these goals. The existing theoretical literature and the empirical
literature based on field data and from controlled laboratory experiments provide evidence
that the design of a payment system for health care providers affects their decisions (see
for example Ellis and McGuire, 1986, 1990; Scott, 2000; Gosden et al., 2001; Iversen and
Lurås, 2000; Iversen, 2004; Yip et al., 2010; Hennig-Schmidt et al., 2011; Brosig-Koch
et al., 2016, 2017). When analyzing the most common forms of physician payment—fee-
for-service (ffs) and per-capita payment (cap) (see, e.g., McGuire, 2000)—a reoccurring
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result is that the former promotes activity, and the resulting service volume can be higher
than optimal. Likewise, the latter prospective payment system encourages the provision of
few services, and the resulting service volume tends to be smaller than optimal (Newhouse,
1996).

Payment systems based on ffs have traditionally been the prevailing payment method
for health care providers in many countries around the world. However, rapidly increasing
health care expenditures have motivated discussions on payment reform (see the discus-
sion in Hennig-Schmidt et al., 2011; Yip and Hsiao, 2008; Eggleston, 2012). In recent
years, policy makers in many countries (e.g. USA, China, Germany and Norway) have
implemented health care reforms using prospective payment methods including capitation
in order to curb the growth in health expenditures. When implementing a payment re-
form, policy makers, however, face the challenge of accounting for health care providers’
patient-regarding preferences, as the relative size of patient-regarding preferences influence
the optimal mixture of fee-for-service and capitation-based payment components. The em-
pirical evidence in the literature on how payment schemes affect physician behavior most
often relies on field studies, register- or survey data. These data are characterized by an
absence of control, which is necessary in order to provide reliable causal inferences about
the effects of incentives. Uncontrolled variations in the field can include, e.g., unobserved
characteristics of the patient population or self-selection of providers (Gaynor and Gertler,
1995; Sørensen and Grytten, 2003; Grytten et al., 2009; Devlina and Sarma, 2008).

There are few studies in the experimental literature on physician behavior that investigate
the differences between medical students and physicians. The evidence is inconclusive.
Among the contributions are Brosig-Koch et al. (2016; 2018). The former study finds that
on the one hand, medical students and physicians respond to financial incentives of ffs and
cap in a similar and consistent way. The response differs between subject pools, however,
with physicians responding less than students do. In the latter study – analyzing the
introduction of performance pay based on a cap system – the effect on patient-regarding
service provision is not significantly different between physicians and medical students.

2.2. Bounded rationality- and revealed preference studies

There is no consensus on best practice when it comes to representing human behavior
by models. The assumption that humans (behave as if they) maximize their utility has
been a fundamental element in the larger part of economic research. An increasing mass
of evidence is indicating that individuals often make choices that are inconsistent with
utility maximization by perfectly rational individuals. Within the empirical game theory
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literature, much research has documented the lack of support for the hypothesis that ratio-
nal subjects maximize utility and choose alternatives consistent with a Nash equilibrium.
The lacking support for the hypothesis of rational, utility-maximizing individuals is much
discussed in the literature on empirical game theory, and Goeree and Holt (2001) give an
enlightening overview.

A rich literature exists on the applicability of Samuelson’s (1938) revealed preference prin-
ciple, and whether human behavior in a non-strategic environment is compatible with
the revealed preference (RP) axioms. The RP axioms (see, for example Cox (1997) and
Andreoni and Miller (2002) and the references therein) provide necessary and sufficient
conditions for an observed sequence of choices to be consistent with utility maximization,
and the Weak Axiom of Revealed (WARP), Strong Axiom of Revealed Preference (SARP)
and Generalized Axiom of Revealed Preference (GARP) have been subject to rigorous tes-
ting. See for example Afriat (1973) and Varian (1982,1983) for earlier contributions and
Cox (1997), Mattei (2000), Février and Visser (2004) for more recent contributions based
on the experimental approach.

It has been apparent for decades that behaviors that violates the RP axioms are too
frequently observed to be overlooked as minor anomalies without scientific importance.
Some might find it reassuring that violations of GARP are more common among children
than adults, see Harbaugh et al. (2001). Choice sequences which violate the revealed
preference axioms, include violations of the transitivity requirement, such as choosing
A over B, next B over C and then C over A. Violations of necessary conditions should
normally lead to the rejection of a hypothesis. Here, one might reject either, the hypothesis
that one can represent stable human preferences by a monotonous utility function, or, the
hypothesis that individuals are perfectly rational upon maximizing their utility, or possibly
reject both of the above hypotheses. Instead, development of ad-hoc approaches to address
deviation from utility maximization became part of the RP literature. An example is the
development of tools to measure the seriousness of deviations from rational behavior, such
as Afriat’s (1972) “cost efficiency index” and the “violation index” developed by ?. While
such efforts in support of revealed preference theory have been questioned for decades
(March, 1978), such tools are applied also in recent RP studies (Li et al., 2017; Li, 2018).
The scientific literature includes many contributions criticizing revealed preference theory,
and notable are the contributions by Tversky and Kahneman (1974; 1979) and Sen (1973;
1977; 1993; 1997).

While there is no disagreement among economists on whether or not a given sequence of
choices violates the revealed preference axioms, views differ on how to address the fact that
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humans so frequently behave inconsistently and make choices that violates the revealed
preference axioms. We distinguish between three different approaches. One approach is to
categorize a given choice sequence as either rational or irrational, and thereafter classify
the severity of irrational choices. Examples of this approach can be found in Andreoni and
Miller (2002), Fisman et al. (2007), Li et al. (2017) and (Li, 2018).

A second approach is to depart from the dichotomy of rational versus irrational behavior,
and consider choices to be a result of a probabilistic process, where individuals, who are
assumed rational to some degree, (behave as if they) maximize a combination of utility and
noise. As argued by McFadden et al. (1999) the perfect rationality assumption is unne-
cessarily strong. An approach relaxing the restrictive assumption of perfect rationality is
to model individual behavior by means of a random utility model (RUM). As described
by McFadden (2001), in his Nobel lecture on the history of random utility models and
choice modelling, substantial achievements in the analysis of economic choices are from
contributions that consider choice to be the result of a stochastic process. Within this mo-
delling paradigm there is a positive probability that sub-optimal alternatives are chosen.
Alternatives that provide higher utility are more likely to be chosen, however. The boun-
ded rationality model we estimate below is a type of RUM, which provides an internally
consistent set of assumptions that allow for degrees of rationality without any need for
auxiliary measures such as violation indices to identify preference parameters. The RUM
has close links to behavioral models in other fields, and Glimcher, (2011, p72) argues that
economic models of random utility can be reduced to psychological models of percept as
well as to neurobiological models of biochemical transduction1.

The third perspective, starting with the work of 1978 Nobel laureate Herbert A. Simon,
perceives the notion of bounded rationality in a fundamentally different way. Individuals
are neither assumed capable of maximizing a utility function, nor assumed to behave as if
they are doing so. They use different processes to be able to make difficult decisions and
solve complex problems. This way of problem solving is not to be viewed as irrational but
follows its own specific rules, which can be and have been studied in the laboratory and
the field (Simon, 1957). Simon formulated his main concerns in his 1978 Nobel lecture,
where he highlighted the need for a descriptive decision theory, which focuses on how
decisions are made, and not just on the decision outcomes (Simon, 1979 , p. 498). When
giving his Nobel lecture, theories already existed that incorporated the behavioral notion
of bounded rationality like, for instance, the need to search for decision alternatives, the
replacement of optimization by targets and satisficing goals, and mechanisms of learning
and adaptation (Simon, 1979, p. 510). Simon’s approach has been developed further in
the domains of strategic as well as individual decision making, in particular by Reinhard
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Selten (e.g. Selten, 1998b; 1998a; 1997; Selten et al., 1997; see also Ockenfels and Sadrieh,
2010) Werner Güth (e.g Güth et al., 1982; Güth and Kliemt, 2010) and Gerd Gigerenzer
(e.g. 1999; 2001)

In this paper, we apply the second approach, which perceives individual behavior as if
it were the result of maximizing a combination of utility and noise. We are not the first
to study how contextual factors such as experience influence the degree of rationality
in a bounded rationality RUM. In a study about forest management, Holmes and Boyle
(2005) found that later choices in their stated preference experiment were significantly less
influenced by noise than the earlier choices, and suggest that the phenomenon is caused
by respondents’ learning about the choice task. Olsen et al. (2017) found that time of day
affects randomness in behavior in online food choice experiments. The noise term in the
approach we use can be interpreted as capturing influencing factors and decision motives
not made explicit in the utility function.

The possible relation between experience in laboratory decision making and rationality
in strategic decision making is discussed by McKelvey and Palfrey (1995) who analyze
the data by Lieberman (1960), and find strong evidence suggesting that the influence of
random noise in their quantal response equilibrium model declines systematically as expe-
rimental subjects become more experienced in laboratory decision making. In a study of
strategic decision-making in the context of oligopolistic competition with varying num-
ber of competing opponents, Ge and Godager (2019) find that decision-making is less
influenced by randomness in more competitive settings.

3. Experiment

3.1. Experimental design

Basic setup and decision situation

Our experimental design draws on the seminal model by Ellis and McGuire (1986). The
physician is assumed to be concerned about her own profit π as well as about the patient
benefit B, the latter depending on the quantity of medical services q. The specifics of the
experimental design are taken from Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011). Our experiment differs
from theirs, however, in that we apply a within-subject design whereas Hennig-Schmidt
et al. employ a between-subject setup.

Each participant in our experiment acts in the role of the physician. The decision task is to
choose a quantity of medical services for a given patient whose health benefit is determined
by that choice. Each physician i decides on the quantity of medical services q ∈ 0, 1, ..., 10
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for three patient types (j = 1, 2, 3) with five abstract illnesses (k = A,B,C,D,E). She
is sequentially confronted with the same 15 decisions (patients) in both payment systems
FFS and CAP. – with either CAP first and FFS second or vice versa. Patient types reflect
the patients’ different states of health. The combination of patient type and illness charac-
terizes a specific patient 1A, 1B, 1C, ..., 3D, 3E. Patient types differ in the health benefit
they gain from the medical services (B1k(q), B2k(q), B3k(q)). The patient health benefit
is measured in monetary terms. A physician’s choice of medical services simultaneously
determines the patient benefit and her own profit (πjk(q)). The patient is assumed to be
passive and fully insured, accepting each level of medical service provided by the physici-
an. In our experiment, no real patients are present. However, outside the lab, physicians’
quantity choices have consequences for a real patient. The money corresponding to patient
benefits aggregated over all decisions was transferred to a real patient’s in-hospital account
(see the Instructions in Appendix B). Thus, participants in our experiment did have an
incentive to take the patient benefit into account when making their decisions. We did not
inform the participants about the name of the person to whom the money was transferred.

To illustrate the physicians’ task, Figure 1a provides the decision screen for patient 1C
under cap whereas Figure 1b shows the decision screen for the same patient under ffs.
See also the Chinese decision screens in Appendix D. The physician gets information on
her remuneration, costs and profit as well as on the patient’s benefit for each quantity from
0 to 10. All monetary amounts are in Token, our experimental currency, the exchange rate
being 10 Token = 1 RMB for students and 10 Token = 6 RMB for doctors (1 RMB was
approximately € 0.12 at the time of the experiment).

Figure 1a: Decision screen for patient 1C under ffs

The first two columns of the screens state the medical services and the corresponding
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quantities. Column 3 indicates the physician’s remuneration that corresponds to a lump-
sum payment per patient in cap (Figure 1a), whereas under ffs, the remuneration increa-
ses in the quantity of medical services (Figure 1b). Column 4 shows the costs of medical
services that are constant across patient types in both parts of the experiment. Physici-
an’s profit (remuneration minus costs) is given in the fifth column, and the final column
comprises the patient benefit.

Figure 1b: Decision screen for patient 1C under cap

Parameters

Physicians are paid a lump sum of 12 Token per patient under cap. Under ffs, physicians’
remuneration increases in q. Remuneration differs with illnesses,RjA(q), RjB(q), ..., RjE(q).
The lump sum paid under cap is close to the average maximum profit per patient a sub-
ject could achieve under ffs. For an overview of all payment parameters, see panel I in
Table A1 in Appendix A. The patient benefit Bjk(q) varies across patient types. A con-
cave benefit function is applied, the common characteristic of which is a global optimum
on the quantity interval [0, 10]. There is a unique quantity q∗jk that yields the highest
benefit to patients of type j for illnesses k. The quantities that maximize patient benefit
are q∗1k = 5, q∗2k = 3 and q∗3k = 7 for patient types 1, 2, and 3, respectively—and the
participants are informed of all values before they make their quantity decision. Patient
benefit Bjk(q) is shown in panel IV of Table A1. We refer to quantities smaller than q∗jk as
underprovision of medical care, while provision of quantities larger than q∗jk is defined as
overprovision. Further parameters relevant for physicians’ decisions are costs cjk(q) and,
particularly, profit πjk(q); see panels II and III of Table A.1. Physicians have to bear costs
cjk(q) = 1/10 × q2 under both payment systems. Under cap, profits are the same for
all illnesses. The profit-maximizing quantity q̂ is 0 for all patients, jk. Under ffs, pro-
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fits vary across illnesses because remuneration differs while costs are kept constant. The
profit-maximizing quantity q̂ is 10 for all patients, jk, except for those with illness A, (i.e.,
patients 1A, 2A and 3A) as q̂jA = 5. For patient 1A, q̂ = q∗ = 5.

3.2. Experimental protocol

Applying a within-subject design, each of the 178 Chinese medical students and 99 doctors
participating in our experiment was sequentially confronted with the same 15 decisions
(patients) in both of the two payment systems ffs and cap. The subjects were randomly
assigned to experimental sessions where either cap was implemented in Part 1 of the
session followed by ffs in Part 2 (condition CF) or in reversed order (ffs in Part 1
followed by cap in Part 2, condition FC). This 2 x 2 design allows us to compare the
behavior of the two subject pools over experimental conditions. Each participant was
assigned a physician’s role and joined the experiment only once, either in condition CF
or in condition FC. Participants were informed at the beginning that the experiment
consisted of two parts, but they did not know what the second part would be.

Our experiment was conducted in September 2012 and 2013 at the Center for Health
Economic Experiments and Public Policy at Shandong University in Jinan, China and was
programmed with z-Tree (Fischbacher, 2007). All material distributed to the participants
was translated into Chinese by a Chinese native fluent in German from the original German
version by using the back translation method (Brislin, 1970). For a translation into English,
see Appendix C1. It is important to instruct participants in their native language because
the language the experiment is presented in may affect their behavior; see e.g. Costa et
al. (2014a; 2014b). Medical students who voluntarily participated in the experiment were
recruited via notices posted at the campus and by email invitations. Doctors were recruited
through a phone call stating that a research experiment from Shandong University needed
volunteers.

The experimental procedure was as follows and was exactly the same for medical students
and doctors. After having arrived and before the experiment started, participants were
randomly allocated to their workstations. The workstations were numbered and separated
from each other by wooden panels and curtains. It was thus guaranteed that they made
their decisions in both parts of the experiment in complete anonymity. Then, instructions
for Part 1 of the experiment were distributed to participants and read out by a native
experimenter. Participants decided under either a cap or an ffs system. Subjects were
given plenty of time to read the instructions and to ask clarifying questions in private,
and questions were answered individually. In cases that the content was important for all
participants, the question and answer were repeated in public. To check for participants’
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understanding of the decision task, they had to answer a set of test questions on remune-
ration, costs, physician profit and patient benefit for three different quantities of medical
services for a patient they were not confronted with in the actual experiment. See Appen-
dix C2 for the English translation of test questions and the respective computer screens.
Each participant then went through a sequence of 15 choices (patients) on the quantity
of medical services to be provided. The order of patients to be treated was predetermined
and kept constant across conditions. After each decision, each participant in both parts
of the experiment was informed about his/her profit and the patient benefit generated
by the previous choice. At the end of the first part of the experiment, each participant
received information about his/her total profit achieved and the total health benefit gene-
rated during all 15 quantity decisions. Finally, the participants answered some open-ended
questions.

Next, instructions for the second part of the experiment were distributed and read out by
the native experimenter. In Part 2, participants decided under the payment system they
had not yet been confronted with. Again, each decision-maker received information on
his/her total profit achieved and the total health benefit created during all 15 decisions.
After the second part of the experiment had been completed, participants were again asked
some open-ended questions. The doctors were also asked about socio-demographic variab-
les and professional experience. Finally, participants were informed about their individual
total profit and the resulting total benefit aggregated over Parts 1 and 2 of the experiment
as well as on their final monetary payoff. Finally, participants were paid in private and
dismissed individually.

To ensure that the doctors and medical students trusted the experimenters to actually
transfer the money derived from the patient benefit, a certain procedure was applied to
ensure trust: A monitor was randomly selected from the participants in a session. He/she
verified the amount of money corresponding to the patient benefits aggregated over all
decisions of all participants in the respective session. Then, the monitor and an assistant
to the experimenters went by taxi to the Shandong Cancer Hospital in Jinan and paid
the corresponding amount in cash into the patient’s account at the hospital-cashier’s desk.
This procedure is similar to Eckel and Grossman (1996), Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011),
Godager and Wiesen (2013), Hennig-Schmidt and Wiesen (2014), Godager et al. (2016)
and Brosig-Koch et al. (2016, 2017a). We took great care to ensure that the monitor
did not see the name of the real patient in order to maintain the patient’s anonymity.
The monitor signed a statement that the appropriate monetary amount was paid into the
patient’s hospital account. All participants in each session received an email stating the
amount equaling the aggregate health benefits generated during the respective session.
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Each monitor in the medical student subject pool was paid an additional 50 RMB and
each doctor 200 RMB.

We conducted four sessions, with medical doctors, and six sessions with medical students.
Each experimental session comprised one condition with conditions alternating across
sessions. Sessions lasted for about 90 minutes. Based on the decisions in the two conditions,
each of the 178 medical students on average earned 28 RMB; 15 RMB (€1.80) in cap and
13 RMB (€1.56) in ffs plus a show-up fee of 15 RMB (€1.80). Doctors on average earned
160 RMB (86 RMB (€10.32) in cap and 74 RMB (€8.88) in ffs. Average payoffs for
students approximately corresponds to the hourly wage of a student helper at Shandong
University of about 30 RMB. For doctors the average hourly wage is about 120 RMB.
Based on all 8,310 decisions, a total of 19,814 RMB (€2,377.68) was transferred to the
real patient’s account; 4,751 RMB (€570.12) for the sessions with medical students and
15,063 RMB (€1,807,56) for the sessions with doctors. Ethical review and approval of the
experimental procedure was given by Norwegian Social Science Data Services (reference
44267).
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4. Comparing results with the original experiment

We start by describing the subject pools and proceed to testing for differences in aggre-
gate provision behavior between cap and ffs. Throughout the paper, all statistical tests
applied are two-sided. We give a summary of subject characteristics in Table 1. In our
experiment, 277 subjects participated. Of these, 178 were medical students of whom 56
% were females. The overall average duration of study was 4.9 semesters. The major of
all medical students was Clinical Medicine. The number of participating doctors was 99
with an average age of 40, and 70 % were females. They had on average of 16.23 years
of professional experience. The doctors were practicing as general practitioners (75 %),
in traditional Chinese medicine (10 %) or in public health (4 %); 11 % of the doctors
practiced in all or several of these fields. All doctors were employed at community health
centers, where salaries are set according to a fixed salary scheme. Thus, both the medical
students and the doctors have in common that they had little or no practical experience
with fee-for-service payment or capitation payment systems.

Table 1: Subject characteristics

Chinese students Chinese Doctors German students †
Female 56 % N=178 70 % N=99 62 % N=42
Age (Mean) - 40.0 N=89 22.3 N=22
Semester (Mean) 4.9 N=177 - -
Years of practice (Mean) - 16.2 N=88 -

† The German data were provided by Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011)

Table 2. Aggregate behavior of Chinese doctors and medical students under cap and ffs.
Mean (Std.Dev) of quantity and patient benefit, and the number of decisions

Payment Doctors Medical students Total
system Quantity #obs Quantity #obs Quantity #obs
cap 4.59 (1.78) 1485 4.53 (1.57) 2670 4.55 (1.65) 4155
ffs 6.03 (1.92) 1485 6.16 (1.78) 2670 6.11 (1.83) 4155

Notes:
This table shows descriptive statistics on quantities of service provision over payment systems and
subject pools. #obs is the number of decisions under each payment scheme.

The aggregate provision behavior under cap and ffs is presented in Table 2. We analyze
the data pooled over decisions within the two payment schemes and compare doctors and
medical students (N=277 subjects; 4155 decisions per payment system). We here also pool
data from the same payment scheme, regardless of whether the scheme was implemented
first or second in the experiment. In line with earlier studies, we find that our participants
respond to the incentives given by the payment systems: average quantities in cap are
lower than in ffs (cap: 4.55, ffs: 6.11; N=277).
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Figure 2. Mean quantity provision for each of the 15 Patients under cap and ffs differentiated according
to subject pools – pooled over both parts of the experiment.

Notes: This figure shows average quantities of service provision as well as patient benefit and profit maxima for payment systems
ffs and cap for Chinese doctors (N=99), and Chinese medical students (N=178), and German medical students (N=42), pooled over
both parts of the experiment.

Our within subject design enables us to test whether the amount of service provided to
a given type of patient by a given subject, differs between the two payment schemes.
We conduct 15 tests on the difference between payment schemes, matching the provided
service quantity for a given occasion in ffs to the corresponding patient scenario in cap.
For each test we may reject the null hypothesis that provided service quantity does not
differ over payment schemes (p ≤ 0.0001 in each test, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks
test, WM in the following). Applying a conservative Bonferroni correction for multiple
hypothesis testing gives an adjusted threshold for statistical significance of p = 0.05/15
= 0.0033 when tests are applied 15 times. Hence, applying Bonferroni corrections would
not influence our conclusions. Over- and underprovision for the three patient types in the
present experiment are affected by the payment system in a similar way as in the original
experiment, as described in Figure (2). In line with previous empirical and experimental
studies (Hennig-Schmidt et al., 2011, Keser et al., (2013), Hennig-Schmidt and Wiesen,
(2014) and Brosig et al., 2016, 2017), the incentives of the two payment systems affect
medical service provision in that participants provide more services under ffs than under
cap. We conclude that the main findings of Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011) are confirmed
when applying a within-subject configuration of the experiment.
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5. Estimating preference parameters of a bounded rationality model.

We refer to the vast choice modelling literature that build on the early work of Luce (1959)
and McFadden (1974) when specifying our random utility model: We assume that patient-
regarding subjects make choices that maximize a (log) linear combination of utility and
noise. The inclusion of a noise term implies that a subject who consistently maximizes
the objective function can choose different alternatives in two identical choice occasions.
Our bounded rationality RUM enables us to depart from the rational versus irrational
dichotomy, and consider rationality to always be present to some degree.

Consider a subject type, indexed by n, choosing treatment alternative, indexed by j =
0, 1, 2, . . . 10 to maximize a Cobb-Douglas function of profit, patient benefit and noise:

Unjt = UBαn
jt π

βn
jt ε

µnt
njt , αn and βn ∈ (0, 1) ∀n . (1)

In order to simplify notation, we suppress the index for each of the 30 choice occasions
(15 for the German students). The index t = 1, 2 indicates whether the choice occasion is
in the first payment scheme (t=1) or second payment scheme (t=2) in the experimental
session, while n indicates subject type: we let n = c denote Chinese medical student, n = d

denotes Chinese medical doctor, and n = g denote German medical student.

Only the relative size of αn, βn and µnt can be identified (Train, 2009), and hence a
normalization, such as assuming the relative preference weights sum to unity, is necessary
for identification.

Experiment scale and identification of µnt
In the experimental protocol of Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011) and in our experiment, the
real values of the experimental tokens were set with the aim that hourly payment rates
within the experiment are close to subjects’ alternative income. For example, the token
value for medical doctors were set six times higher than for the Chinese medical students.
In the estimations that follow, we use the experimental tokens as is, without converting
to any real currency. We now show that this does not result in a loss in generality. We let
rn denote the token exchange rate for subject pool n, and rewrite the objective function
as

Unjt = U [Bjtrn]αn [πjtrn](1−αn)εµntnjt , αn ∈ (0, 1) ∀n . (2)

Which can be written:
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Unjt = rnUBjt
αnπjt

(1−αn)εnjt
µnt , (3)

or in log-linear form:

Ũnjt = ln(U) + αnln(Bjt) + (1− αn)ln(πjt) + ln(rn) + µntεnjt , (4)

with εnjt = ln(εnjt). We see in (4) that the token exchange rate enters our model as an
additive, subject-specific constant which does not change ordinal utility over alternatives,
and therefore we cannot identify the effect of token exchange rate. However, we may
identify differences in randomness in behavior across subject pools, by means of subject
pool dummies. Using the notation for the S-MNL model by Fiebig et al. (2010) we may
write our model as:

Ũnjt = σnt[ln(U) + αnln(Bjt) + (1− αn)ln(πjt)] + aj + εnjt (5)

where aj is a vector of alternative specific constants (ASC). While behaviorally equivalent,
the unit of measurement differs between Equations 4 and 5. In Equation 4, the unit of
measurement is utility , whereas the unit of measurement in 5 is that of the error term.
Hence, µnt and σnt is definitionally linked, and their relation is simply µnt = σ−1

nt . Following
Fiebig et al. (2010) we do not multiply the alternative specific constants by σnt. The reason
is that alternative specific constants are fundamentally different from observable attributes,
and it is reasonable to consider ASCs to be part of the error structure.

In the S-MNL model, σnt is given by:

σnt = exp(θznt) , (6)

where znt is a vector of variables which are constant within each choice occasion, but varies
between subject pools. Included in znt are two dummies equal to 1 for correspondingly
medical doctors and German students (meaning that Chinese medical students is the
reference category), a dummy equal to 1 in choice occasions where subjects are experienced
(t = 2), and 17 dummies which indicate the 18 unique choice occasions, 15 in ffs and 3
in cap. We assume that εnjt is type 1 extreme value distributed, and by implication (5)
is a scaled logit model, or S-MNL model in the terminology by Fiebig et al. (2010).

In the experimental design, some available alternatives have either zero profit or zero
patient benefit, which complicates the use of logs. This is solved by replacing ln(0) by 0,
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and introducing a dummy equal to 1 if either profit or patient benefit is zero. In this way,
we are also able to identify the reference utility, U , which is fixed for all subjects.

After estimating the parameters of the S-MNL model by means of STATA 15 (Gu et al.,
2013), we compute the subject type- and occasion specific σnt estimates by inserting the
estimated θ-vector in (6). Next we simply use the definition µnt = σ−1

nt to acquire the
estimates of µnt.

Under the assumption that µnt > 0, we do not impose strong restrictions on which al-
ternative can be chosen by an individual who maximizes (5). For example, an individual
might possibly choose a Pareto-inferior alternative, for example by overproviding services
under cap payment. Also, an individual might choose A rather than B on one occasion,
and B rather than A on another, identical occasion. Such behavior would be inconsistent
with maximizing (5) with µnt = 0.

Our application of the S-MNL model relies on the assumption that µnt > 0, meaning that
some degree of randomness in behavior is present. Before we proceed to the estimation,
we show that the hypothesis that subject behavior is influenced by randomness can be
supported by data directly: In cap payment scheme, each subject make treatment decisions
five times for each patient type without any variation in incentives. Subjects in all three
subject pools frequently change their minds, and make different choices across identical
scenarios. In Table 3, we describe individuals’ choice variation for each of the three patient
types in cap. We see that for patient 1, 146 (49 %) subjects make the same treatment
choice in each of the 5 identical choice occasions, whereas 153 subjects (51 %) vary their
treatment choice and are observed with more than one unique action. Correspondingly,
115 (38%) and 186 (62%) subjects vary their treatment choice for patients 2 and 3. With
this observation in mind, we assume that µnt > 0 when we estimate the parameters in (5).
We present the estimation results in Table (4).
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Table 3: Prevalence of choice variation in absence of incentive variation (cap)

Subsample
Patient 1 All Chinese Chinese German
# unique actions student doc student

1 (No variation) 146 99 34 13
2 73 47 22 4
3 41 20 18 3
4 23 7 15 1
5 16 5 10 1
Total 299 178 99 22

Patient 2 All Chinese Chinese German
# unique actions student doc student

1 (No variation) 184 128 43 13
2 56 29 22 5
3 27 6 18 3
4 25 13 11 1
5 7 2 5 0
Total 299 178 99 22

Patient 3 All Chinese Chinese German
# unique actions student doc student

1 (No variation) 113 67 36 10
2 110 70 31 9
3 46 31 14 1
4 18 7 9 2
5 12 3 9 0
Total 299 178 99 22

This table shows the frequency of choice variation when subjects make 5 repeated treatment choices for the
same patients (1 ,2 and 3). Sample: 178 Chinese students, 99 Chinese doctors and 22 German students.
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Table 4: Results from maximum likelihood estimation
Sample: 178 Chinese students, 99 Chinese doctors, 42 German students.

30 (15) choice occasions for each Chinese (German) subject
Chinese Chinese German
student doctor student

αn

0.51 * 0.42* 0.40*
CI(0.36 -0.66) CI(0.29 - 0.55 ) CI(0.23 - 0.58)

t=1 t=2 t=1 t=2 t=1 t=2

µnt†

ffs1A 0.31 0.19 0.61 0.37 0.23

(N.A)

ffs1B 0.37 0.23 0.73 0.45 0.28
ffs1C 0.35 0.21 0.68 0.42 0.26
ffs1D 0.32 0.20 0.64 0.39 0.24
ffs1E 0.41 0.25 0.82 0.50 0.31
ffs2A 0.14 0.09 0.28 0.17 0.11
ffs2B 0.46 0.28 0.90 0.55 0.34
ffs2C 0.29 0.18 0.58 0.35 0.22
ffs2D 0.39 0.24 0.76 0.47 0.29
ffs2E 0.57 0.35 1.13 0.69 0.43
ffs3A 0.27 0.17 0.54 0.33 0.21
ffs3B 0.36 0.22 0.70 0.43 0.27
ffs3C 0.20 0.12 0.40 0.24 0.15
ffs3D 0.29 0.18 0.58 0.36 0.22
ffs3E 0.20 0.12 0.40 0.24 0.15
cap1 0.55 0.34 1.08 0.66 0.41
cap2 0.49 0.30 0.96 0.59 0.37
cap3 0.23 0.14 0.46 0.28 0.18

Confidence intervals are based on standard errors that are clustered
at the level of the individual subject.

*Estimated parameter is significantly different from zero with a
p-value < 0.001

† Based on estimated θ parameter, µn1 is significantly different from
µn2 with a p-value < 0.001

We see that the confidence intervals of αc, αd and αg in Table (4) have substantial overlap.
We test the joint hypothesis αc = αd = αg, and we find that this hypothesis cannot be
rejected (p-value 0.28, Wald tests). With reference to our first research question, we do
not find any evidence suggesting that patient regarding preferences differ between subject
pools. Preferences are stable in space, in that preferences of German and Chinese medical
students appear similar. Preferences can also be considered as stable over time, noting that
medical students and medical doctors in China have closely similar preferences, despite
their age difference.
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RESULT 1: We do not find any evidence suggesting that patient regarding preferences
differ between subject pools.

We find strong evidence that experience causes reductions in µ. Within the context of
our theoretical specification of the bounded rationality model, the interpretation is that
experience causes more rational behavior. We see that for the Chinese subject pool, with
an additional second payment scheme adding 15 choice occasions to the experiment, the
influence of noise on decision-making is reduced in occasions where subjects are expe-
rienced (t = 2) compared to when they are inexperienced (t = 1). This implies that
subjects are significantly more likely to choose their optimal response when they are more
experienced compared to when they have less experience. With reference to our second re-
search question, we find evidence suggesting experience affects the degree of rationality in
decision-making. The hypothesis that experience does not affect the degree of rationality
can be rejected for both Chinese medical students and medical doctors - the two subject
pools who experienced an additional set of 15 choice occasions.

RESULT 2: We find evidence that experience does affect the degree of rationality in
decision-making in that subjects are significantly more likely to choose their optimal re-
sponse when they are more experienced with making decisions in the lab.

5.1. Further about experimental validity.
We now show that the use of student subjects in lab experiments can contribute to know-
ledge on how medical doctors would behave in a similar situation. Based on the result that
preferences of students and medical doctors are not statistically different, we refit a rest-
ricted version of model (5) constraining preferences to be identical across subject types by
assuming αn = α ∀n. First, we exclude from our estimation sample all data records where
doctors make decisions under ffs payment. We use our parameter estimates from this
sub-sample, where no doctor choices under ffs are included, to predict out of sample how
medical doctors are expected to behave under ffs payment. Next, we repeat the procedure
to predict medical doctors’ behavior under cap payment, utilizing only the data where
doctor behavior under cap is excluded. It turns out that based on parameter estimates
acquired from data on student behavior in cap and ffs, and doctor behavior in cap only,
we can predict quite closely the behavior of medical doctors under ffs. Similarly, we can
quite closely predict how doctors will behave in cap without using any data from doctor
behavior under cap.
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Support is provided in Figure 3, where observed and predicted behavior of Chinese medi-
cal doctors in ffs and cap scenarios is shown. There are in total 198 unique treatment
alternatives in the experiment, 165 treatment alternatives for the 15 different choice sce-
narios in ffs, and 33 treatment alternatives for the 3 different choice scenarios in cap. For
both ffs and cap we apply statistical tests of matched pairs to test whether the observed
frequency distribution differ from the predicted distribution. We cannot reject the null
hypothesis that the observed and predicted frequencies for the alternative treatments in
ffs and cap respectively are the same (p-value=0.99 for both ffs and cap, Fisher-Pitman
permutation test for paired replicates).With reference to our third research question, we
find that behavior of medical doctors in a particular experimental setting can be predicted
without the use of experimental data on doctors behavior in that particular scenario.

RESULT 3:We find evidence that based on behavioral data for doctors from a prevailing
payment scheme and experimental data from students in both a prevailing payment scheme
and a payment scenario to be introduced in a payment reform allows predicting how
doctors would behave after the reform.

6. Discussion and concluding remarks.

We introduce a fully incentivized laboratory experiment, which extends the well-known
experiment by Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011) by including two payment schemes and twice
the number of individual level observations. We broaden the set of included subject pools
by recruiting Chinese medical doctors as well as Chinese medical students to our experi-
ment. Our results replicate the results by Hennig-Schmidt et al. (2011), even after intro-
ducing a larger and more heterogeneous subject pool. The results corroborate the general
results in the health economics literature that ffs payment encourages higher service vo-
lumes than cap, and services volumes under ffs can become higher than what is in the
best interest of the patient, and vice versa for cap-systems.

Our results suggest that preferences of subjects from very different subject pools are simi-
lar, and hence that the financial incentives of payment systems work in a similar way in the
two countries in which our participants are educated and operate. An implication of this
finding would be that results from health economic laboratory experiments can provide
broad knowledge on expected behavior under cultural and institutional contexts that are
different from where the actual experiment is conducted. Further, there is evidence that
we are able to provide accurate predictions of doctor behavior based on behavioral data for
doctors from a prevailing payment scheme and experimental data from students in both a
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prevailing payment scheme and a payment scenario to be introduced in a payment reform.
Thus, using existing and experimental behavioral data can provide valid knowledge, which
reaches beyond the included subject pools.

In our analysis, we assume individuals are boundedly rational. An interesting question
is how individuals would have behaved if they had preferences given by our estimated
Cobb-Douglas function and were perfectly rational, such that the influence of noise in the
optimization was absent, µnt = 0. We investigate how behavior in the experiment would
have been under these assumptions, and the aggregate quantities of service over subjects
and payment schemes can be found in Table B1 in the appendix. Our illustration shows
that the scientific approach to understanding economic choices, and whether humans are
regarded as perfectly rational, or boundedly rational, have a substantial influence on the
predicted behavioral response of a payment reform. In the case of our chosen experi-
mental parameters, the predicted difference in behavior between two payment schemes
is exaggerated if one assume perfectly rational individuals who maximize our proposed
Cobb-Douglas preference function, while boundedly rational individuals with the same
Cobb-Douglas preference function provide a close fit to observed behavior, even when pre-
dicting behavior out of sample. Our computation in the Appendix shows that assuming
perfect rationality can distort predictions used for policy making: Imagine a policy maker
who is in favor of replacing a ffs system by a cap payment system if the cap scheme
was expected to reduce average service quantity for patients by only 1.6 units. This policy
maker might well prefer to prolong the ffs scheme if a quantity reduction of 2.5 units was
expected.
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A. Experimental parameters.

Table A1: Experimental parameters

Payment Var 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
I ffs RjA(q) 0.00 1.70 3.40 5.10 5.80 10.50 11.00 12.10 13.50 14.90 16.60

RjB(q) 0.00 1.00 2.40 3.50 8.00 8.40 9.40 16.00 18.00 20.00 22.50
RjC (q) 0.00 1.80 3.60 5.40 7.20 9.00 10.80 12.60 14.40 16.20 18.30
RjD(q) 0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 8.00 15.00 16.90 18.90 21.30 23.60
RjE(q) 0.00 1.00 2.00 6.00 6.70 7.60 11.00 12.30 18.00 20.50 23.00

cap R(q) 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 12.00
II ffs,cap c(q) 0.00 0.10 0.40 0.90 1.60 2.50 3.60 4.90 6.40 8.10 10.00
III ffs πjA(q) 0.00 1.60 3.00 4.20 4.20 8.00 7.40 7.20 7.10 6.80 6.60

πjB(q) 0.00 0.90 2.00 2.60 6.40 5.90 5.80 11.10 11.60 11.90 12.50
πjC(q) 0.00 1.70 3.20 4.50 5.60 6.50 7.20 7.70 8.00 8.10 8.30
πjD(q) 0.00 1.90 3.60 5.10 6.40 5.50 11.40 12.00 12.50 13.20 13.60
πjE(q) 0.00 0.90 1.60 5.10 5.10 5.10 7.40 7.40 11.60 12.40 13.00

cap π(q) 12.00 11.90 11.60 11.10 10.40 9.50 8.40 7.10 5.60 3.90 2.00
IV ffs,cap B1k(q) 0.00 0.75 1.50 2.00 7.00 10.00 9.50 9.00 8.50 8.00 7.50

B2k(q) 0.00 1.00 1.50 10.00 9.50 9.00 8.50 8.00 7.50 7.00 6.50
B3k(q) 0.00 0.75 2.20 4.05 6.00 7.75 9.00 9.45 8.80 6.75 3.00

Note: This table shows all experimental parameters. Rjk(q) denotes physicians’ payment for patient type j and illness k. Under
ffs, Rjk(q) varies with illnesses k and increases in q, whereas under cap, Rjk(q) remains constant. The costs for providing medical
services cjk(q) increase in q and are the same under all experimental conditions. The physicians’ profit πjk(q) is equal to
Rjk(q) – cjk(q). Bjk(q) denotes the patient benefit for the three patient types j = 1, 2, 3 held constant across conditions.

B. Additional Table

Table B1. Illustration of behavior under the perfect rationality assumption: Predicted beha-
vior of Chinese doctors and medical students under cap and ffs, assuming µ = 0.

Payment Doctors Medical students Total
system Quantity Quantity Quantity

cap 4.33 4.67 4.55
ffs 7.33 6.87 7.03

Notes:
This table describes how aggregate quantities of service provision over payment systems and
subject pools would have appeared if randomness in decision-making was absent, µ = 0.
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C. Experiment material
C1: Instructions of the experiment

[Numbers/text in brackets refer to the conditions where doctors participate.]

{Sentences/decision screens in braces are inserted into the instructions either in condition ffs or in condition
cap.}

Instructions Part 1
General Information

In the following experiment, you will make a couple of decisions. Following the instructions and depending on
your decisions, you can earn money. It is therefore very important that you read the instructions carefully.

You take your decisions anonymously on your computer screen. During the experiment, you are not allowed to
talk to any other participant. Whenever you have a question, please raise your hand. The experimenter will answer
your question in private in your cubicle. If you disregard these rules, you can be excluded from the experiment
without receiving any payment. All amounts of money in the experiment are stated in Token. At the end of the
experiment, your earnings will be converted into RMB at an exchange rate of 10 Token = 1 [6] RMB and paid to
you in cash.

The experiment consists of two parts. We we will inform you now on the decision situation in Part 1. We will
provide you with the instructions for Part 2 as soon as Part 1 has ended. Please note that your decisions in Part 1
have no influence on your decisions in Part 2 and vice versa.

Your decisions in Part 1 of the experiment
During the experiment, you are in the role of a physician. You have to make 15 decisions regarding the treatment of
patients. All participants of this experiment take their decisions in the role of physicians. You decide on the quantity
of medical services you want to provide for given clinical symptoms of a patient.

You decide on your computer screen where five different kinds of clinical symptoms – A, B, C, D, and E – of
three different patient types – 1, 2, and 3 – will be shown one after another. For each patient you can provide 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 medical services.

Your remuneration is as follows:

Condition CAP: For each patient you receive a lump-sum payment that is independent of the quantity of medical
services.

Condition FFS: A different payment is assigned to each quantity of medical services. The payment increases in the
quantity of medical services.

While deciding on the quantity of medical services, in addition to your payment you determine the costs you
incur when providing these services. Costs increase with increasing quantity provided. Your profit in Token is cal-
culated by subtracting your costs from your payment.

A certain benefit for the patient is assigned to each quantity of medical services, the patient benefit that the

patient gains from your provision of services (treatment). Therefore, your decision on the quantity of medical services

not only determines your own profit, but also the patient benefit. An example for a decision situation is given on

the following screen.
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{Decision screen for patient 1C under ffs and cap}
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You decide on the quantity of medical services on your computer screen by typing an integer between 0 and 10 into
the box labeled ”Your Decision”.

After all participants have taken their decisions for the respective patient you will proceed to the next patient.
There are no real, but abstract patients participating in this experiment. Yet, the patient benefit, which an abs-
tract patient receives by your providing medical services, will be beneficial for a real patient. The total amount of
patient benefit determined by your 15 decisions will be provided to a patient with cancer treated in Shandong Qilu
Hospital [Shandong Provincial Cancer Hospital]. The money will be directly transferred to the patient’s account in
the hospital, to help him/her with part of the treatment fee.

Each time you make a decision on the quantity of medical services you will be informed on your profit and the
patient benefit. After you have made your 15 decisions in Part 1 of the experiment you will get to know your total
profit and the corresponding total patient benefit.

Earnings in Part 1 of the experiment
After you have made your decisions in Part 1 of the experiment, your overall earnings will be calculated by

summing up your profits from providing medical services to the 15 patients. This amount will be converted from
Token into RMB. Your earnings of Part 1 of the experiment together with the earnings of Part 2 will be paid to
you in cash at the end of the experiment (rounded to 1 Yuan).

The patient benefit gained by all 15 patients will be converted into RMB at the end of the experiment, too,
and will be transferred to the real patient’s account. To this end the experimenter and a monitor will go together
to Shandong Qilu Hospital [Shandong Provincial Cancer Hospital]. After the transfer, the signed receipt will be
scanned into electronic form and will be sent to all the participants via e-mail in order to ensure the authenticity of
the above process. Personal information will be blinded black to respect the patient’s privacy.

After the end of Part 2 of the experiment, one participant is randomly assigned the role of the monitor. The
monitor receives a payment of 50 [200] RMB in addition to the payment from the experiment. In the end, the
monitor signs a form to verify that the procedure described above was actually carried out. This form will be sent
to all participants together with the receipt via e-mail.

Next, please answer some questions familiarizing you with the decision situation. After your 15 decisions, please

answer some further questions on your screen.

Instructions Part 2
The experiment will now be repeated including one change. Like in Part 1 you will make 15 decisions. After these
15 decisions the experiment will end.

The General Information from Part 1 also applies for Part 2 of the experiment.

Your decisions in Part 2 of the experiment
Also in Part 2 of the experiment, you are in the role of a physician and you have to make 15 decisions regarding the
treatment of patients. All participants take their decisions in the role of physicians. You decide on the quantity of
medical services you want to provide for given clinical symptoms of a patient.

Like in Part 1 you decide on your computer screen where five different kinds of clinical symptoms A, B, C, D,
and E of three different patient types (1, 2, and 3) will be shown one after another. For each patient you can provide
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 medical services.

Your remuneration is as follows:
{Condition CAP: For each patient you receive a lump-sum payment that is independent of the quantity of medical
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services.}
{Condition FFS: A different payment is assigned to each quantity of medical services. The payment increases in the
quantity of medical services.}

As in Part 1, while deciding on the quantity of medical services, in addition to your payment you determine
the costs you incur when providing these services. Costs increase with increasing quantity provided. Your profit in
Token is calculated by subtracting your costs from your payment.

A certain benefit for the patient is assigned to each quantity of medical services, the patient benefit that the

patient gains from your provision of services (treatment). Therefore, your decision on the quantity of medical services

not only determines your own profit, but also the patient benefit. An example for a decision situation is given on

the following screen.

{Decision screen for patient 1C under ffs and cap}

You decide on the quantity of medical services on your computer screen by typing an integer between 0 and 10
into the box labeled ”Your Decision”.

After all participants have taken their decisions for the respective patient you will proceed to the next patient.

Also in this part of the experiment there are no real, but abstract patients participating in this experiment. Yet,
the patient benefit, which an abstract patient receives by your providing medical services, will be beneficial for a
real patient. Also in the second part of the experiment the total amount of patient benefit determined by your 15
decisions will be provided to a patient with cancer treated in Shandong Qilu Hospital [Shandong Provincial Cancer
Hospital]. The money will be directly transferred to the patient’s account in the hospital, to help him/her with part
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of the treatment fee.

Each time you made a decision on the quantity of medical services you will be informed on your profit and the
patient benefit. After you have made your 15 decisions in Part 2 of the experiment you will get to know your total
profit and the corresponding total patient benefit.

Earnings in Part 2 of the experiment
After you have made your decisions in Part 2 of the experiment, your overall earnings will be calculated by summing
up your profits from providing medical services to the 15 patients. This amount will be converted from Token into
RMB at the end of the experiment and will be paid to you in cash together with the earnings of Part 1 of the
experiment (rounded to 1 Yuan).

The patient benefit gained by all 15 patients will be converted into RMB at the end of the experiment, too,
and will be transferred to the real patient’s account. To this end the experimenter and a monitor will go together
to Shandong Qilu Hospital [Shandong Provincial Cancer Hospital]. After the transfer, the signed receipt will be
scanned into electronic form and will be sent to all the participants via e-mail in order to ensure the authenticity
of the above process. Personal information will be blinded black to respect the patient’s privacy. Information about
the procedure has been given in Part 1 of the experiment.

Next, please answer some questions in this part of the experiment that will familiarize you with the present

decision situation. After your 15 decisions, please answer some further questions on your screen.
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C2: Test questions prior to the experiment

The following example applies to ffs condition. For cap condition, screens 3 to 5 are
similar to Figure C1b in Appendix C4.

Screen 1

Please read the instructions carefully. If you have a question, please raise your hand. The experimenter
will come to you and answer your question. Have you understood the instructions?

Screen 2

To familiarize you with the decision situation we first ask you to answer 3 questions. We will inform you
when the actual experiment starts.
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Screen 3 [4, 5]

Assume a physician wants to provide the quantity of 0 [10, 4] medical services for the patient above.
1 [2, 3] a) What is the remuneration?
1 [2, 3] b) What are the costs?
1 [2, 3] c) What is the profit?
1 [2, 3] d) What is the patient benefit?

Screen 6

The test questions are now completed. When you click on the button the experiment will start!
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C3: Questionnaires after Part 1 and Part 2 of the experiment.

[Information in brackets was requested from doctors only.]

{{Numbers/text in double braces refer to Part 2 of the experiment.}}

Please confirm your terminal number on your questionnaire. After you have made all decisions in Part 1 {{2}} of
the experiment we would like to ask you to answer the following questions as good as possible. These answers are
extremely important for our studies. Thank you for your cooperation.

Please put yourself back into the decision situation of Part 1 {{2}} of the experiment.

- What factors did influence your decision? Why did you decide in this way?

- How did the profit influence your decision?

- How did the patient benefit influence your decision?

- {{Major (faculty / main subject(s)):}}

- {{What is the number of your semester?}}

- {{Your gender: female/male}}

- {{Your nationality: (students only)}}

- {{[Your age]:}}

- {{[How many years of professional experience do you have?]}}

- {{[Your specification

- General Practitioner

- Traditional Chinese Medicine

- Public Health

- Other]}}
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C4. Chinese decision screens.

Figure C1a. Illustration of the decision screen for patient 1C under cap

Figure C1b. Illustration of the decision screen for patient 1C under ffs
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